
        

 
ESCATEC installs PCB router to increase quality and 

precision of contract manufacturing 
Heerbrugg, Switzerland – 29 April 2014 – ESCATEC, one of Europe’s leading contract design and manufacturing 
companies, has installed an Elite EM-5700N PCB Separator.  This milling machine enables PCBs to be automatically 
separated from each other after production.  The camera vision system provides a cutting accuracy of 100 microns 
providing customers with a very high quality of PCB finish. 

 

ESCATEC's Elite EM-5700N PCB Router 

“Here in Switzerland, we specialize in high quality products so being able to provide this level of precision and finish is 
important to customers,” explained Dr. Martin Muendlein, ESCATEC Switzerland’s Engineering Manager.  “Normally 
such machines require a special jig to be created to hold each set of PCBs securely.  This is expensive for high mix, 
low runs so we have done it by hand up to now.  This machine, however, can be programmed to create temporary jigs 
using magnetic pins for simple configurations or it can even mill a jig for more complex ones.   As a result, we can use 
it for almost all jobs and reduce manual finishing costs, giving an ROI of less than a year.” 

Another benefit of the machine is that it has two working tables so that one can be loaded or unloaded while the other 
one is separating PCBs.  This gives a continuous operational flow to speed up PCB production.    



“This is the latest purchase in our on-going, continuous investment programme that is designed to ensure that we can 
provide customers with outstanding quality and precision production at competitive prices,” added Martin Kingdon, 
ESCATEC’s Director of Business Development.   

 

 

ESCATEC’s high volume manufacturing facilities in Malaysia have the same model of PCB Separator in line with the 
company’s policy of having the same production facilities in Europe and in Malaysia so that manufacturing can be 
quickly and easily transferred to Malaysia when production volumes become too high for the Swiss facility.    

About ESCATEC 
The ESCATEC Group provides fully-integrated electronic and mechatronic design and manufacturing solutions to 
assist customers in achieving success.  Its one-stop EMS solutions and best-in-class service enable companies 
around the world to operate more profitably, sustainably and efficiently.  Founded in 1974, its history is full of 
innovation, which made it a first choice partner for many European and North American OEMs.  The Swiss-owned 
company perfectly blends Swiss business philosophy and attention to quality, precision and detail with the advantage 
of low-cost, mass-volume manufacturing capabilities in its Asian factories.   
 
Further information about ESCATEC:  www.escatec.com   enquiries@escatec.com   

For ESCATEC press information, contact: Nigel Robson, Vortex PR.  Tel +44 (0) 1481 233080.  
nigel@vortexpr.com 
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